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In This Issue:
• Joe’s Superintendent’s Notes
• Dennis’s Down At The Depot
• John’s Module Musings
• And Much More!
NEXT MEETING: Friday, January 12th, 2017 at 7:00 PM at
the Sand Creek Police Station, 4125 Center Park Drive,
Colorado Springs, Colorado (southeast of the intersection of
Fountain and Academy Boulevards).

Information
The Milepost is published monthly and is the official journal of the Pikes
Peak Division, of the Rocky Mountain Region, of the National Model
Railroad Association. Our meetings are usually held on the second Friday of each month at the Sand Creek Police Station, 4125 Center Park
Drive (southeast of the intersection of Fountain and Academy), Colorado
Springs, Colorado, at 7:00 PM. Please come to one of our meetings. We’d
love to meet you. All scales are welcome. Besides our monthly meeting,
we have swap meets, train shows, and other model railroad activities.
All content of this journal is copyrighted to its respective owner
unless otherwise noted. Please do not use content from this newsletter
without explicit, case-by-case permission.
Cover Photograph: A local freight train passes by a warehouse on the
PPD module group’s layout, at the December swap meet, on Saturday,
December 16th, 2017. Photograph by Michael Murdock.
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Programs Needed For
Monthly Meetings
By Charalee Topinka

Everyone who is a model railroader, has a technique or a way of doing
projects that is known only to him or her. A clinic can be anything that
pertains to model railroading. It could be anything, maybe a material that
no one but you have thought of. Have you made a special tool to make
life easier to achieve what you want to accomplish? Everyone has different ideas on how to do things.
For Pikes Peak Division monthly meetings, a clinic or presentation of about 30 or more minutes would be greatly appreciated.
Please contact me, Charalee Topinka, at (719) 646-2783, or at
charaleetopinka@yahoo.com, and always give me a telephone
number so that I can call you back.
I wish also to thank all the presenters for their time and
efforts as presenters for the Pikes Peak Division.

P.P.D. Staff Members
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Superintendent’s Notes
By Joe Costa, Superintendent of PPD-NMRA

Happy New Year!
TECO 31 at the Chapel Hills Event Center, January 20 & 21, 2018, is the
next big event the Division will be participating in. The theme will be
Railroads of the Pikes Peak Region. We plan on breaking TECO 30’s attendance record, just under 700 people. We’re staying open on Saturday
until 5 PM this show.
The challenge will be logistics. Hauling modules through the
Mall area during store hours is a no-no. There are two freight entrances
on the north sides of the mall as shown on the TECOSHOW.ORG website, Service Areas 15 and 17 that we can use. We are also welcome to
use the lower level entrance between 7:00 AM and 10:00 AM on Friday.
After 6 PM on Sunday, this entrance can also be used for teardown.
Some modules and exhibits are too big to go through the freight
corridors and will have to go through the lower level entrance. As good
guests we want to minimize any disruptions. The Mall does not charge us
for Friday and Monday setup and teardown.
Railroads in the News and in Cinema
Our hearts and prayers are with those families of those killed or injured
in the tragic Amtrak derailment in Washington State in December. The
wreckage has all been cleared but the scars remain. NTSB continues investigating speed and engineer distraction as two possible causes of the
accident, though refuses to speculate.
Last year, a heavily armed individual in Nebraska threw the emergency break in a restricted area on an eastbound Amtrak train in an attempt to derail the train. He was quickly restrained by Amtrak employees. The train did stop as designed, was plunged into darkness but did
not derail. It appeared to be the failed act of a troubled lone wolf with no
foreign ties. The man has just been indicted.
While viewing the movie classic, Murder On The Orient Express,
we saw the trailer for the Clint Eastwood film 15:17 to Paris. It’s the true
story of three American heroes. What is fascinating, is that those three
men are playing themselves.

Down At The Depot
By Dennis Snyder

I recently made a trip east and on the way back made a small detour for my
wife to Paducah, Kentucky… probably the quilting capital of the world. A
small investment in time that will surely pay back when I want to make a
“small” future detour – heh, heh. Paducah hosts the equivalent of a national NMRA convention every year and every hotel fills up with quilters. As
it turned out, the payback was more immediate for me when I discovered a
restored, 1923, 2-8-2 Mikado nearby. Wow! I have never seen one of these
for real. Unfortunately, I have never spent much time around prototypes
so it’s always amazing to get up close and personal with one of them. It’s
a LOT bigger than my model — maybe 87 times?

Trains at Scout Event
There’s a Scouting support group that Kristin Phillips belongs to called
Wood Badge. This past Saturday I was her guest at their annual dinner at
the American Legion Post. There were a couple cool pictures I was able
to take. One was of a snack train and the other was of a North South Collection train on the mantle.

I didn’t visit the museum due to time constraints but maybe next
time. Just behind the Mikado is a wall and behind that is the Tennessee
River. Interestingly to an old engineer, they have huge doors that they
close up to protect the town from the river’s flooding. On the river, sitting
picture pretty was this beautiful stern-wheeler boat.

{ Continued at “Superintendent” on the next page... }

{ Continued at “Depot” on the next page... }
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Superintendent
{ Continued from “Superintendent’s Notes” on the previous page... }
They also were giving away some inexpensive plastic train whistles; we are always looking for inexpensive giveaways for Operation
Lifesaver or for Seek And Search prices for train shows.
When we got back to the house, I did a Google search to see if I
could find a snack train like that. I didn’t but I did come across the website, www.trainparty.com which has cool things like those train whistles,
cakes pans, train piñatas and the like.
Don’t forget our meeting on Friday, January 12, 2018. We will
whistle in the new year.
Depot
{ Continued from “Down At The Depot” on the previous page... }
Lessons From The Arts…
Some time ago, I was visiting the old Caboose Hobbies on Broadway and
I needed something that they didn’t carry. So they sent me up the street to
Meininger. Now that was an experience. What a store! They have everything an artist would want and a lot that model railroaders would want too.
Need plasters? They have a huge variety in the back, plastene, molding
materials, brushes, oil paints and sticks, acrylic paint pens, matte spray…
it is all there. Sort of the Caboose Hobbies or Hobby Lobby of the art
world. All the years I modeled I never thought of an art store.
So, to the point of the story, yes, I have a point. Meininger holds
clinics that are put on by the various paint companies like Liquitex, Windsor Newton, Golden, etc. One of the clinics was just starting so I sat in
on it. I learned a lot about working with acrylic paints, cleaning brushes,
acrylic textures, fat over lean, etc. Another week I sat in on a clinic on
oil paints. At the end of the clinics, they usually give you sample paints,
brushes, textures, and color charts. All stuff that I found I could use in
my RR hobby. If you give them your e-mail address, they will send you
notices of sales and clinics, or special online clinics.
One of the things I learned there is that artists go about cleaning
brushes very differently than how I was doing it. I usually have a jar of
water or turps that I swish my brush around in until it looks sort of clean
and then wipe it off with a paper towel. After a while, I have to throw the
brushes out because I never truly get them clean. At Meininger, I learned
to use a three-part tub with a little artist’s detergent (Pink Brush Artist
Brush cleaner). In the large section, is the detergent and water. The next
small section is for rinse water, and the third section is a final rinse. My
tub has a cover on it so I can leave my three sections filled with soap and
water, and ready to use. The cover effectively stops evaporation. There are
tubs with only two wells.

Windsor & Newton sends links to short videos on their paints and
techniques. This week’s video was the instigation for this article:
http://www.winsornewton.com/na/masterclass-video-brushcleaning?utm_campaign=NA_MASTERCLASS_VIDEO_41&utm_
source=emailCampaign&utm_medium=email&utm_content=
For more techniques and tricks try http://www.winsornewton.com/na/ and
http://www.liquitex.com/US/,
I am sure you have seen recent articles in the major RR magazines
on using craft acrylics and artists acrylics in your modeling. Especially
how to use artists acrylic mediums and Flow Aid (Liquitex) to thin acrylics instead of just more water and to add Retarder to prevent rapid drying.
All were covered in these classes long before the magazine articles. Did
you know that all acrylics are inter-mixable? Whether it is a $1 bottle
of Americana craft paint, house paint, or Polly Scale paints, they mix. I
especially like Flow Aid which makes the paint flow better and Airbrush
Medium to mix and thin down my craft paints. The manufacturers recommend not using too much water as a thinner as the pigment breaks down
and does not coat evenly. Airbrush Medium is also acrylic based and does
the same as more water.
Liquitex makes acrylics that are available in the tube, spray can,
inks… all in the same matched colors.
By the way, Meininger has a store in Colorado Springs that also
hosts clinics. I usually try to avoid going downtown but they do have their
own parking lot (as does the Denver store on Broadway). Here is their
website: www.meininger.com.

P.P.D.
Colorado
StaffSki
Members
Train
Mark and Amber Fuerstenberger wanted to pass along information about
traveling on the Winter Park Ski Train. They report that they rode that
train last year and really enjoyed it. Amber wrote, “We took my kids
(Emma, Mark & Jamie) and Mark’s parents and sister and spent the day
on snowmobiles and sledding and shopping. So it’s not just for skiing.”
Here is a link about the train:
http://blog.coloradoski.com/2017/08/25/amtrak-winter-park-express2018-tickets-now-available/
Mark wrote out an itinerary for everyone on their trip — please see Pages
#5 and #6.
Amtrak information on this train:
https://www.amtrak.com/winterparkexpress
Channel 9 News in Denver link on the train:
http://www.9news.com/article/news/local/winter-park-ski-train-beginsservice-this-weekend/504823680
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HOW TO SPEND A WINTER DAY IN
WINTER PARK
7:00 a.m. Start your day off right by fueling up on a great breakfast. Sip on some coffee
on the train ride up before taking on the day.
9:00 a.m. Train arrives in Winter Park.
9:30 a.m. -11:30 a.m. This is a great time to fire up some snowmobiles. Experience
the rush while you take in quintessential Rocky Mountain winter views. You can
participate in a guided tour or, if you're more experienced you can rent a snowmobile
and explore on your own.
12:00 p.m – 1:30 p.m. Check out Village @ Winter Park. Time for lunch to fuel up
before experiencing some more Winter Park fun.
2:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. After lunch, head back outdoors and bring the whole family to
one of our sweet tubing hills. Coca-Cola Tubing Hill at Winter Park Resort.
4:10 p.m. Board the train to return to Denver. Depart Winter Park at 4:30 p.m.
6:40 p.m. Arrive Denver, CO.
7:00 p.m. It's dinner time!
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GRAND ADVENTURES
The Winter Park Mountain Lodge- Guided Only
81699 U.S. Highway 40
Winter Park, Colorado 80482
1-970-726-9247
info@grandadventures.com

2 Hour Tour:
Driver: $105, Passenger: $60 (4-8yr old: $25)
Length: 2 hours approx.
Meeting Location: Trailblazers
Departure Times: 9:30am, 12pm, 2:30pm
*Please arrive 45 minutes prior to departure time*

Colorado, Coca-Cola® Tube Park
$26. / hr / person
four individual lanes, exciting banked
curves
https://www.winterparkresort.com/things-todo/activities/coca-cola-tubing

(970) 726-2349
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Meeting Minutes

Bob Bandy’s Layout

The meeting was held at the Sand Creek Police Station. The meeting
called to order at 7:00 PM. There were 30 people in attendance. There
were no new visitors.
The previous month’s meeting minutes were voted on and approved without changes. Frank Pareso gave the treasurer’s report and this
was also voted on and approved at the meeting.
Dennis Snyder was given a merit award for his model structures
of Brook Station and Water Tower.
John Emmot was given a merit award for his model railcars for a
Moffat Road combine and passenger car.
Elections were discussed — everyone will continue in their elected positions for the next year. Motion by Jerry Hansz, this was seconded
and approved by those present.
Elizabeth Maline has accepted the position of co-chair on the
TECO board.
John Emmot gave details on the upcoming swapmeet show to be
held at the Trinity United Methodist Church, in Colorado Springs. Setup
will be on Friday, December 15th, 2017.
There was no new business brought up.
Bill LaFollette mentioned that Alan Hutchins was in the hospital and gave details about what was happening with him. [Editor’s note:
updates about Alan, and his wife Beth, were sent to the membership via
e-mail. As of this publication, Alan is back home and Beth is, or almost
is, back at home as well.]

My husband, Wade, and I visited Bob Bandy’s beautiful, HO-scale, model railroad layout, the Grand Pacific Northwestern, during his open house
in December. Here are some photographs I took while we were there.

For The December 2017 Monthly PPD Meeting

By Charlotte Mountz

Jack Sousa giving merit awards to Dennis Snyder.

Jack Sousa giving merit awards to John Emmot.
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Now, take a look at what happens to the aisles.

Hansz-On
Modeling
By Jerry Hansz

OPERATIONS ACCESS
Operators know how important it is to be able to access areas on their
model railroads. My 9' × 13' layout is particularly challenged. Across the
9' there are three 2' platforms, leaving only 3' for two aisles! Lots of crab
walking involved!
I have three liftout sections to enhance the scenery. On the right aisle,
there is a farm module. On the left aisle there are two city modules. They
make the layout look very nice.
It is now impossible to reach tracks at Midwest City and the ends
of Talheim and Chestnut Hill. In Addition, operating Unter-Talheim becomes a head-busting exercise!

The farm liftout gives Midwest City a better appearance.

The Midwest City liftouts fit nicely between Agua La Sal and Chestnut Hill engine terminal.

Reaching tracks around Agua La Sal and the left side of Chestnut Hill
is impossible.
Making these scenic elements removable permits operators to access the
tracks in each of the areas. See how open things are when they are removed.
Continued on the next page...
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Continued from the previous page...

Right-side aisle with farm liftout removed.

MAINTENANCE TOPICS
Let’s talk maintenance. On the Santa Fe Central, I use several maintenance techniques.
First-locomotives. I’m using ATSF 1274, a GP30 as example:
On a new locomotive, I check wheel gauge with the NMRA Standards Gage.

Then, if they aren’t already installed, I install Kadee #5 couplers, and
then check their height with the Kadee coupler gage on the test track.

Left-side aisle opened up.
I have storage space for the two large liftouts on cabinets under Midwest City.

The small liftout from the left aisle stores under the left end of Midwest City.
So, providing liftout modules makes operating easier. Due to the
height of my layout, underneath storage was possible. The only thing I
would do better is to make the liftouts out of lighter material. The ¾ inch
plywood is HEAVY!

After considerable service, locomotive wheels get dirty. My method
of cleaning is to mount my Trix wheel cleaner on the test track or on the
main line, and run the locomotive until the wheels are to my satisfaction.

Wheel cleaning on the test track
Continued on the next page...
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Continued from the previous page...
Cars get similar treatment. I use the NMRA Standards Gage to check
wheel gauge.

I check the car’s weight and add weight if necessary to meet the
NMRA weight recommendation.

3.7 ounces

If necessary, I install Kadee #5s and use the test track to check coupler height.

In this case, the 40' D&RGW boxcar was very close to the recommended weight of 3¾ ounces for a 5½" car, and required no additional
weight.
Checking clearances is easy with this clearance car. The clearance
gage is copied from the NMRA Standards Gage. I simply couple the
gauge car to a locomotive and run it slowly. The two levels let me see
how the track is doing.

Continued on the next page...
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Continued from the previous page...

Track cleaning can be a chore. The Bright Boy or leather belt scrap
can be used, or I run the kit-bashed track cleaner car, which has a springloaded Masonite scrubber. The car is weighted to insure good contact
with the track.

The Masonite pad does the job, as shown by the debris on its bottom!
So, the Santa Fe Central gets cleaned and adjusted periodically, if I’m
not too lazy!
The NMRA Standards Gage can be used for numerous checks on the
model railroad.
Top view

Checking clearances at Mt. Eidelhof tunnel

Continued on the next page...
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Continued from the previous page...
THE TALHEIM REBUILD
When I first designed the Santa Fe Central in my 9' × 13' space, I planned
to have a grade from Talheim down to a lower level, which would connect with Oidar in the adjacent room.

I used left-over ceiling tile, glued to double thickness. It is sturdy
enough to support light scenery and structures. I sprayed it with some of
my olive drab paint.

The resulting grade was too steep, so the upper portion was relegated
to a siding behind Talheim Station Road. It left the main line on a number 6 right-hand switch, and immediately made a sharp left-hand curve.
Switching that was a nightmare! Six-axle diesels and steamers were impossible, and 4-axle diesels fared little better! The siding became storage
for unused cars.
Over time, attempts were made to place buildings or mini-scenes over
the abyss. Nothing looked good.

The latest attempt for this was my Army radio site from the
Marine Corps module.
I finally had enough, and tore out the siding. The resulting gap measures 38½" long by 3½" wide. The supports are about ¾ inch below the
scenery surface.

The ceiling tile fit the void nicely. The radio site was located and
glued down. A roadbed was installed to fit some asphalt left over from the
Johnsville corner model scenery.

The glue-down asphalt roadway was installed. Rough edges are concealed with clump foliage. A piece of 100 grit sandpaper, painted flat
Continued on the next page...
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Continued from the previous page...
black simulates an asphalt parking area. There is enough space to the
left of the insert for an unassembled DPM building. We’ll discuss that
building later.
The right end of the insert holds the abandoned Fleeze Hotel, one of
my RMC cutouts.

Contest Corner
At each monthly PPD-NMRA meeting, a contest is held. A contest must have at least three entries for voting. Below is the 2018
contest schedule:
January 	������������������Bulk Materials Car (cement, coal, ore, oil, etcetera)
February 	����������������Weathered Box Car
March 	��������������������Railroad Depot (freight and/or passenger)
April 	����������������������Something Whimsical To Bring A Smile Or Chuckle
(animal control chasing loose monkeys, mini-scene,
car with a hot tub, engine with wings, etcetera)
May	������������������������Yard Structure
June	������������������������1 Square Foot Contest (anything that will fit within
144 square inches)
July	������������������������Refrigerated Boxcar

A section of fence blocks the abandoned right-of-way which is now
covered with vegetation.

August	��������������������Structure (not railroad, not commercial — i.e. house,
farm or ranch, church, shack, etcetera)
September	��������������Ready-To-Run Railcar (Can be scratch-built, kitbashed, and/or modified railcar — such as: critter,
inspection car, motorcar, or other powered conveyance that runs on rails. The vehicle must run under its
own power. Awards by popular vote with emphasis
on most unique, cute, funky, broken down, falling
apart, humorous, etcetera)
October	������������������Judged & Open Contest
November	��������������M.O.W. Equipment

The left side of the insert, behind the Talheim Bahnhof is now occupied by Bob’s Bun Bakery and a parking lot. Bob’s can now receive and
ship by rail or road. The wider road provides easier access.

December 	��������������Christmas party (no contest)

Murdock’s Siding

By Michael Murdock, Editor of The Milepost.

Welcome to the January 2018 issue of The Milepost. We are trying out
some new designs and formats in this issue. Please bear with us as we
change things up here and there. We hope you will like the changes.

Another view of the bakery. The parking lot also provides space
for visitors to the Bahnhof and the Army radio site. The area is more
useful now.

Notice how light from caboose shines on the boxcar as it passes by.
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Modular Musings

By John Emmot, Chairman of Module Group

There has been a party and a trainshow since the last written record. The
Christmas party was as early in the month as it could be. The weather was
good and the turnout was good, not great, but OK. The election resulted in
the railroading of all of the incumbents for another term in 2018. Be ready
for a new slate next year.
There were about 12-14 who participated in the ‘non-rail’ exchange.
Very nice gifts, no clinkers in the bunch. Joyce Johnson came away with
her choice of them all. I believe there were 25-26 in the rail exchange and
some of the wives were in it too. That is not a record turnout, but those
missing, missed out on some good fun. Mark Fuerstenberger had the first
and last pick. As usual, Frank did his normal excellent job with the member drawing. Based on the numbers, there were two rounds of picking for
those gifts. Some folks (Dusty and Casey) were better choosers than others.
Wink, wink. Suffice it to say; a good time was had by all. There were a few
after party trades for adjusting eras and layout needs. There was plenty of
cake and drinks from the Division and lots of finger food to go around.
Much of the excess was given to the police station as a “thank you” for
their hospitality. The Division should also recognize Frank for his continuing work to find and wrap all of the drawing gifts. Jack Sousa got the
cake and supervised the gift exchanges. A big “thank you” to both for their
service to the Pikes Peak Division.
One week later on Saturday, the PPD conducted our second Trainshow
of the year. The layout and vendor tables were setup at the church on Friday
evening before. I was pleasantly surprised with the turnout of folks to help
with this. I won’t try to name names (a lot has happened since then and I
am old), but Dusty and the module owners appreciate those who chose to
spend the evening helping with the project. We were able to get the tables
and a 32' layout up between 6 and 9:30. As usual, I forgot the computer,
but Joe was quick to add it Saturday morning. We did modify the module
set by using the cableway corner in place of the straight turnout corner.
We encountered the usual little glitches in the track work, but everyone is
learning what causes the problems and how to fix them. I appreciate the
fact that they don’t all fall to me to correct. The weather was cooperative
and we had a good turnout for the show with around 130 attendees. I saw
(and participated in) lots of activity around the vendors. I believe most
were satisfied with the event. Teardown and departure went well and I had
the trailer parked before dark Saturday evening.
As if all this isn’t enough, we are going to do it all again this month. We
have a TECO show on January 20-21 at the Chapel Hills Mall Event Center.
This will incorporate the lessons we learned in October. I expect that setup
will take much of the day on Friday and I was happy with unloading the
PPD trailer at the lower level door west of Dick’s Sporting Goods early in
the day (before 10 AM). Others may pick their favored entrance. Both Service 17 and 15 on the upper level will also be available on Friday, Saturday
and Sunday. UPS and FedEx traffic may be less this month. We will discuss
the details at the meeting. I expect some ‘new’ modules for this setup, so the
layout will be larger if everyone else returns. If we get some good weather
and I can get Roy to give us a warm spot to work, we will try to work on the
straight turnout corner. I just learned today (1 Jan) that another of my Uncles in Kansas has passed away, so I don’t know my schedule for the next
week or so. We should be able to finalize the info at the meeting. As usual,
we will have DC and DCC tracks available for members to run trains on.
I will try to have a signup sheet, if not please e-mail me with desired track
use. If you can spare some time on Friday or Sunday afternoon for setup or
tear down please come. You don’t have to stay all day. I’m sure there will be
projects all through the time. Hope to see everyone at the meeting.
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